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Reflections on Al-Nakba that Deserve Remembering

By Jack Dresser, May 19, 2021

May 15 marked Nakba (“catastrophe” in Arabic)  Day,  Palestinians’  annual  mourning of
British withdrawal in 1948 leaving them helpless – having been disarmed by the British in
the late 1930s – against a blitzkrieg of ethnic cleansing by Zionist terrorism with mass
expulsions, property seizures and over 30 massacres.

R2P “Humanitarian Interventions” and “Regime Change”: Not Applicable to Israel

By Gavin OReilly, May 19, 2021

Over the past two weeks, the world has looked on in ominous horror as the military might of
Israel, fully supported by both the US and Britain, has waged a relentless onslaught on the
citizens of the besieged Gaza Strip; with what had initially begun as protests against the
eviction of six Palestinian families from the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood of East Jerusalem,
and the subsequent storming of the al-Asqa Mosque by Israeli police the following day, soon
escalating  into  a  full-fledged  military  assault  on  Gaza,  one  which  has  already  drawn
comparisons with the 2014 war which resulted in the deaths of over 2,000 Palestinians in
the space of 7 weeks.

Video: The Carrot but No Stick in US Policy Towards Israel

By South Front, May 19, 2021

If any observer were to wonder, why Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is so certain
that Tel Aviv’s pounding of the West Bank will continue, one of the reasons seems to have
surfaced.

In Rush for Regulatory Approval of COVID Vaccines, Do We Need More Data?
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By Dr. Peter Doshi, May 19, 2021

After rollout under emergency authorisation, manufacturers of COVID vaccines now have
their  sights  on regulatory approval  — but  should we rush approval  based on only six
months’ worth of data from unblinded trials?

Ten Year Old Palestinian Girl Crying in Desperation.

By Peter Koenig, May 19, 2021

This  one-minute video clip  is  a  recording depicting a ten-year old Gaza girl,  crying in
desperation not knowing what to do – about the continuous destruction around her – the
merciless killing and mass murder committed by the Israeli military, IDF – all directed by the
already indicted criminal Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu.

Watch: Uniformed Troops Go to Bars & 7-Eleven in Dallas to Randomly Vaccinate “Younger
Crowd”

By Zero Hedge, May 19, 2021

For much of  the past  month national  media has been replete with headlines decrying
“vaccine  hesitancy”  as  coronavirus  infection  rates  continue  on  the  decline.  Amid  dire
“warnings” this may “hinder” herd immunity goals, local and federal health agencies are
busy pouring vast resources into vaccine-promoting ad campaigns.

Ex-Israeli Pilot: ‘Our Army Is a Terrorist Organisation Run by War Criminals’

By Middle East Monitor, May 19, 2021

Captain Shapira who had resigned from the Israeli  army in 2003 at  the height of  the
Palestinian Second Intifada explained in an exclusive interview with Anadolu News Agency
why he realized after joining the army that he was “part of a terrorist organisation”.

Arms Trade: Which Countries and Companies Are Selling Weapons to Israel?

By Frank Andrews, May 19, 2021

For over a week, Israel has pounded the Gaza Strip with bombs, claiming it is targeting
Hamas “terrorists”. But residential buildings, book stores, hospitals and the main Covid-19
testing  lab  have  also  been  flattened.  Israel’s  ongoing  bombardment  of  the  besieged
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enclave, which has now killed at least 213 people, including 61 children, likely constitutes a
war crime, according to Amnesty International.

Video: The Corona Crisis and the Engineered Destabilization of the Global Economy. Michel
Chossudovsky.

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Taylor Hudak, May 19, 2021

Independent Journalist  Taylor Hudak interviews Prof.  Michel Chossudovsky. The topic of
discussion  are  the  many different  ways  in  which  the  people  are  being  deceived regarding
COVID-19. The interview largely focusses on the process of economic destabilization and
how it affects people’s lives Worldwide.

F-35s Bombing Gaza

By Manlio Dinucci, May 19, 2021

Israeli Forces spokesman Zilberman announced the start of the bombing of Gaza, specifying
that “80 fighters are taking part in the operation, including the advanced F-35s” (The Times
of Israel, May 11, 2021). It is officially the baptism of fire for the US Lockheed Martin’s fifth-
generation fighter, whose production Italy also participates in as a second-level partner.
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